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Chapter 1450

The makeup artist was very excited, and rushed forward to beat and scold her
assistant, who was so scared to hide.

“Have you brought those masks?”

The assistant nodded timidly: “Bring me here.”

She took the things out of the bag: “Police officer, I have all the things, but can
I ask what happened? Although I am a bit greedy, but just a little mask, so I
won’t be caught. ?”

The police officer took the mask and glanced at her, “I don’t want to catch you.
There is nothing for you here. Go outside and wait.”

“Oh.” The assistant glanced at the makeup artist helplessly, then lowered his
head in fear and went out.

In fact, this matter is very simple. Both people who entered the room that day
were suspected, and a large amount of money was inexplicably extra in the
makeup artist’s account, so she was the focus of the investigation.

The makeup artist didn’t have much confidence in the first place, otherwise
she wouldn’t run away. After all, it was the first time to do this kind of thing.
She was originally afraid. Now that the assistant took the mask over, her lips
started to tremble with fear.

What, how could this be?



Obviously, it was said that as long as you move your hands and feet on the
mask, and then pretend that nothing happened, you can get away with it. Why
is it different from what she imagined?

Presumably seeing her fear, the police officer handed the mask box to his
subordinates: “Take it for inspection.”

Then he said to the criminal makeup artist: “Skynet is restored, neglected and
not leaking. As long as you do things like crime, sooner or later, the world will
come to light. Paper can never contain fire.”

The makeup artist’s eyes blushed and immediately blew himself up: “I’m sorry
police officer. I was confused for a while. The mask was given to me by that
person. He said that he could give me a sum of money as long as I changed
this one. I didn’t think of him. It will harm people, so I agreed.”

“Do you think that the person in front of you is a three-year-old child? Would
you give you so much money if you do not harm others? You are already a
child’s mother, and it is impossible to not even have this consciousness. The
fact is that you know it is harmful, but you are greedy Up.”

The makeup artist fell into a chair, completely losing strength.

In the end, the makeup artist confessed to the trader. The police officers were
surprised when they found out that this person was He Lianjing of the He
Group.

Why did the son of the He Group kill Victor Han’s newlywed wife? Later, the
police repeatedly investigated and found that He’s major enterprises were all
overseas. Although the Han Group also developed abroad, the two
companies have always kept their hands on the river because the industries
are completely different.

Therefore, people are puzzled and can only go to this person.



When the police found He Lianjing, he did not cover him. It seemed that he
had expected the police to find him, or he was deliberate. After all, with his
power, even if he could not completely do this thing. It doesn’t leak, but it can
also create many clues to make the police headache.

But no, the case was solved easily. When the police asked He Lianjing, he
directly admitted.

“Why? Mr. Victor and Miss Zhou have no grievances against you, why do you
want to set her on fire?”

Hearingly heard, He Lianjing glanced at each other contemptuously and
sneered: “Sao Ben never needs a reason to do things. If you want to burn her,
you can burn her, why?”

The police’s face also cooled down.

“In other words, Mr. He admitted that you instigated this matter?”

“Hmm, I did it.”

After He Lianjing was taken away, several members of the police were
discussing.

“What’s going on? He doesn’t seem to be scared at all. Did he know that he
would be arrested the day he did this?”

“Hmph, young people are frivolous and arrogant, and they have to suffer the
consequences if they commit a crime. After suffering, he will know that he was
wrong!”

Because it was the son of He’s group who was in jail, the matter quickly
appeared in the newspaper and on the news. Xu Yanwan was already



distressed. Seeing He Lianjing in prison, her heart became even more
anxious.

What He Lianjing did in the past was his own business. Even if he died, it was
his own deserved.

But now he is in jail for himself. No matter how she thinks, Xu Yanwan feels
very guilty in her heart.

But after thinking about it, Xu Yanwan felt that he really deserved it. She had
stopped him once, but he actually came a second time. It was uncomfortable
to be a young master and wanted to find something new or something?

To comfort him, Xu Yanwan finally went to see He Lianjing.

She has not seen him for a few days. He Lianjing has changed into prison
clothes, and his whole body has been reduced a lot. When he saw Xu
Yanwan, his eyes lit up.

“I thought you wouldn’t want to see me in your life.”

Seeing He Lianjing like this, Xu Yanwan bit her lower lip and asked in a low
voice: “Why? Why do you want to do this? I remember I stopped you before,
but why are you still like this? Don’t you know that it is a legal society now?
The crime is Are you in jail now?”

He Lianjing looked at her quietly, and sighed after a moment: “Yes, you
stopped me once, but you are still unhappy, so…”

“So you set people on fire? Don’t you think I would be happy if she burned to
death? He Lianjing, what kind of education you have received since
childhood, the three views are crooked like this, if you don’t want to, you will
have to destroy really? Just like your previous girlfriends. Once you don’t like
them, you will kick them away. If you are entangled, you will treat them cruelly.



Now it is the same with others. You think you do this and I will be grateful to
you No? I will only hate you, doing these things for no reason will burden me!”

It was probably the first time he saw Xu Yanwan’s emotions so excited, or the
first time he heard her say so much to herself, so he looked at her quietly.

After a long time, he lowered his eyes and said: “Really? Have you started to
hate me? Sorry, I see you are alone now, so I want to do something for you,
but you are not happy when I approach you, so you can only do this.”

“What do you want to do for me? There are many ways to help me. Why do
you choose this extreme way? After all, it is not your extreme personality and
violent temperament. People like you are really terrible.”

He Lianjing suddenly looked at her and smiled, “What are you afraid of? I
won’t hurt you. You are the only woman He Lianjing has ever loved.”

“Enough.”

Xu Yanwan stood up and really couldn’t talk to him anymore, “I’m here to talk
to you about morality, you talk to me about love, and someone like you who
despise other people’s lives and doesn’t value your own life, what right do you
have to say that you love me?”

After that, Xu Yanwan stopped looking at He Lianjing, turned and left.

Seeing her back, He Lianjing lowered his eyes and looked at his toes. Did he
do something wrong?

Or, as Xu Yanwan said, he is a violent personality and is not qualified to talk
about love?

Chapter 1451



He Lianjing lived in an environment where his father was beating his mother
all day long. Whenever one was not going well, and whenever his mother
spoke up, his alcoholic father would pick up any guy and beat his mother. .

He has been afflicted since he was a child, and while resenting his father, he
couldn’t help being extreme. He even became more and more extreme in the
days to come. From the beginning he felt sorry for his mother and then began
to resent his mother’s cowardice.

Every time he tells his mother that she should stop spending time with her
father that is a devil.

The mother would always hold his head and say, “Silly boy, don’t spend time
with him, what will we two eat in the future?”

He Lianjing said, “Mom, I will make money. I will raise you when I grow up.
Shall we leave He’s house?”

The mother shook her head and hugged him tightly with tears, “Xiaojing, don’t
say these things in front of your father. If he hears these things, he should be
angry again. Mom is fine. Don’t hate your father, your father. It used to be
good to mom, but now he has changed a bit now. We have to believe that Dad
will get better, okay?”

At that time, the young He Lianjing really believed what his mother said. After
all, he still had a pure heart and thought his father would really change.

And after? His father has indeed changed, but his heart is not on his mother’s
body at the same time, because he has begun to have an affair, and there are
all kinds of women outside. My mother didn’t notice it at first. Later, my mother
found that there was a lipstick mark on his clothes, so she asked him to make
trouble. The father, who was completely out of his mind, didn’t care about his
mother, but probably because of a guilty conscience, he did not act on his
mother.



Only later, a woman came to the door directly. At that time, He Lianjing hid
outside, and then he heard the conversation between the two clearly.

The woman said to her mother: “Your husband has been well with me, why
you didn’t divorce? I heard that he hates you very much, and soon after
marrying you, he feels that you are sick, even if you don’t want to have
children. Take a closer look, why don’t you get a divorce? Is it because you’re
afraid you can’t support yourself and children after divorce?”

He Lianjing’s mother was pale and trembling as the woman said.

“You, what are you talking about?”

“Nonsense? I’m not talking nonsense. Your husband has already promised me
that he will marry me after a while, and you are just an abandoned woman. If
you are acquainted, please hurry up and leave to save time. It’s too ugly, you
can still keep your dignity if you take the initiative to mention divorce!”

“That’s right.” The woman put on very brightly colored lipstick and smiled
openly at his mother, “I’m pregnant, and your husband likes me so much, so
you will have no chance at all.”

After the woman left, He Lianjing ran out and nestled in his mother’s arms,
“Mom, let’s not want Dad, okay?”

But still, He Lianjing’s mother still firmly believed that his father would change.
When He Lianjing’s father came back in the evening, his mother went to beg
again. The little He Lianjing saw his mother kneeling on the ground through
the crack of the door, her head knocked. Out of blood.

He clenched his fist, his lower lip almost to be bitten by him.



He didn’t understand why his mother was so cowardly, and why his father,
such a bastard, would kneel for him, so He Lianjing opened the door and
shouted loudly.

“Mom, don’t kneel on him, he is not worthy, he is a big badass.”

The husband and wife were shocked, and the mother rushed over and
hugged him, “Xiaojing, hurry up.”

“I don’t!” He Lianjing gritted his teeth, staring at his father with a pair of eyes,
“You are not worthy of being my father!”

Father He listened to this? He kicked his mother with a kick, “It’s you, a stinky
woman. You must say a lot of bad things about me in front of him? How did
you teach your son? How did you teach your son?”

One foot after another, all kicked in the face of his mother, He Lianjing was
going to protect him, but he was too young, and his mother hugged him tightly
until his mother was kicked and fainted and sent to the doctor.

When they came back from the hospital, the woman had actually been
admitted to He’s house, and her mother had no strength to beg or fight
anymore, so she could only say cowardly, “Forget it, if he really wants to keep
someone, I’ll take care of it. Don’t stop him, Xiaojing, you must be good and
obedient in the future, but you must not scold your father like before. No
matter what, he is your father, you know?”

“I don’t have such a father!”

“Shut up, you are not allowed to say such things in the future!”

“He is not my father, I don’t have such a father!”

Snapped…



He Lianjing was slapped, stepped back for a long time, then fell to the floor
and looked at his mother incredulously.

“Xiaojing, if you say that he is not your father in the future, your mother will
really not want you!”

Why? He Lianjing didn’t understand. She couldn’t be tough in the face of her
father who always beat her. She would only beg for mercy and would never
stop looking forward to his father getting better. But facing herself, her mother
is so tough. Why is this?

Since He Lianjing was slapped by his mother, he has become speechless.

After that, he ran into a scene where his father and the woman were
exercising in the living room. The woman looked at him and smiled at him
triumphantly. Afterwards, she found him and laughed at him and said, “Did
you see? He is no longer your father.” Why don’t you and your mother leave?
Stay here and wait for me to drive you away after giving birth? Shameless,
what kind of eyes do you look at me?”

He Lianjing stared at the opponent fiercely, with a murderous look, the woman
was so angry at him that he stretched out his hand and slapped him.

“Xiao Yezha, dare to look at me with this kind of eyes. I will dig out your
eyeballs. Believe it or not? At a young age, his eyes are so vicious. No
wonder it’s something that woman gave birth to. When I give birth, I will drive
out your mother and son together!”

After speaking, the woman gave He Lianjing’s stomach a kick, very
disappointed.

Boom!



How could the young He Lianjing withstand the vicious and poisonous kick of
an adult? The small body immediately fell backwards, and the woman curled
her lips proudly, and turned around to go downstairs.

Seeing her walking down the stairs, He Lianjing’s eyes flashed a very heavy
hostility, a terrifying thought quickly formed in his mind, and then he slowly got
up, staring at the woman’s back.

The next second, the little figure moved, and ran forward vigorously, very fast,
He Lianjing knocked the woman down the stairs.

“What!!!”

His speed is fast, his strength is ruthless and accurate, the woman’s waist was
hit hard, and there was no time to react, and his body rushed forward
uncontrollably.

Then, she rolled down the stairs at the fastest speed.

At the same time, there was a woman’s scream.

Seeing this scene, He Lianjing’s heart was finally at ease.

Chapter 1452
He held back for a long time. From the time it happened to the present, he
didn’t know how many times he had endured it. The devil’s seed finally took a
sharp point in his heart and sprouted.

The growth rate of the sprouts that broke out of the soil increased rapidly as if
accelerated.



After the woman fell, she quickly lost consciousness, but He Lianjing didn’t
react at all. He stood there clutching his aching belly because of the kick, and
finally returned to his room without expression.

After not knowing how long it took, the woman was discovered, and then the
outside world was in turmoil. He Lianjing buried himself in the quilt and didn’t
think about anything.

He did this, and when the woman wakes up again, she will definitely sue the
bad guy.

But he was not afraid at all. He was thinking that if the bad guy dared to beat
and scold him again, he would definitely fight him hard.

The woman stayed in the hospital for many days, and of course she had no
children when she was pregnant.

The worst thing was that the doctor said that she would not be able to give
birth again. The trauma was too serious. The woman cried and cried instantly
after she heard it. After crying, she took He’s father’s hand and said viciously:
“My husband, it was Lian Jing who harmed me Yes, he pushed me
downstairs, he wanted to kill our child!”

He was a little bit upset when he heard that she was barren. He didn’t like He
Lianjing at first. He always felt that the child’s eyes were too harsh and
unfamiliar with him, so he wanted to have a son with this woman, but who
knows She is actually barren.

His heart became more irritable, and after hearing the woman’s complaint, he
suddenly became impatient.

“What? Lian Jing pushed you?”

“Well, husband, he killed our unborn son, you must avenge him!”



Then at night He Lianjing heard the servants discussing the news, saying that
the woman had a miscarriage. He Lianjing was not surprised at this point. He
just wanted her to have a miscarriage.

Then he heard the servant say that the woman had lost her fertility.

He Lianjing was quite surprised at this point, but he soon felt that this was
about retribution. She robbed someone else’s husband, arrogantly, and lost
the ability to reproduce, it was her retribution.

But soon, Father He came to him, and he slapped him when they met.

He Lianjing’s ears were buzzing and blood oozes from the corners of his
mouth.

“You rebellious son, you actually pushed your Aunt Janis downstairs, did you
know that she was pregnant? Now that she has a miscarriage, are you
happy?”

He Lianjing sat up, with a stern smile on his lips, “I know, I also know that she
will not be able to give birth in the future, if you yell at me again, I will make
you a queen!”

He was shocked when these two words were heard in Father He’s ear, and he
looked at the twelve-year-old boy in disbelief.

Is this what a twelve-year-old kid would say?

Make yourself last?

“When you bring a woman to your house in the future, I will push one when I
see one.”



“You!”

At this time, He Lianjing’s mother heard the wind and hurried over to protect
He Lianjing: “What’s wrong? Husband, what’s wrong with Xiaojing?”

Father He was angry at first, but because of He Lianjing’s sulky eyes, he
dared not attack him twice. At this moment, seeing He mother coming, he
directly sent the fire to her.

He mother was beaten when she ran over, squatted down to hold her neck,
and did not dare to resist.

Seeing such a cowardly mother, the seed of the devil in He Lianjing’s heart
grew into a towering tree almost instantly!

He rushed forward and bit down hard at Father He’s hand. No matter how
Father He shakes him, he didn’t let go, and finally bit a piece of meat alive!

“Ah!!!” Father He screamed in pain. Mother He was so frightened that she
stunned and didn’t dare to move.

The twelve-year-old He Lianjing was as fierce as a beast. He threw out the
meat in his mouth and glared at his father.

“In the future, if you dare to beat my mother again, I will kill you!”

Father He was bitten off a piece of meat, and then looking at this cruel child,
he couldn’t believe it. He was a well-behaved son before. Obviously… when
he was a child, he was docile while lying on his legs. Why did he suddenly
grow husks? tooth.

However, what Father He didn’t know was that the fangs were forced out by
himself.



He clutched the wound and fled, went to the hospital for treatment.

The servants in the family witnessed all this, so scared Liushen Wuzhu did not
dare to take a breath.

He’s mother was also frightened. She stared at He Lianjing blankly, not daring
to speak at all, as if she was afraid that he would suddenly rush to bite herself.

Until He Lianjing walked to her and wanted to help her, He mother suddenly
shrank back in fright, then retreated to the corner and looked at him like a
monster.

“Don’t come here.”

Although He Lianjing hated his mother’s cowardly appearance and never
resisted or fought back when he was beaten, the starting point was for her
good, because he didn’t want to see his mother being abused all the time. He
hoped that his mother could resist. Even if it was only a little bit, but she never
did.

It doesn’t matter if you don’t resist, you have to kneel and beg that man!

He became like this now, and he just wanted to protect her, but he didn’t
expect that she would look at herself with the eyes of a monster.

The hostility in He Lianjing’s eyes dissipated, and he took a few steps closer.

“mom?”

“Don’t come here! You monster!” Mother He screamed and ran away, leaving
a small figure standing in place.

No one saw him, his hands hidden in his sleeves trembled vigorously.



Later, He Lianjing gradually became withdrawn. No one in the family dared to
provoke him anymore. When he saw him, they all avoided him like a ghost.
He was helpless from the beginning to hard as iron.

Although the scum father was not good at character, he did a lot of business.
Of course, because of his ruthlessness, he has always been the only son of
the He Group.

The entire He family will belong to him in the future, so there are many women
around him.

Most of them are interested in his money, but they are afraid of him but can’t
help approaching him because of the money, and then tremblingly talk to him,

Until later, he ran into Xu Yanwan at a banquet. The woman was dressed in a
dress, white and beautiful like an angel.

At that time, He Lianjing didn’t put women in his eyes. In his world, there were
only three kinds of women.

One is the kind of her mother, who is cowardly and timid, the other is the little
third who destroys the family, and the other is the one who only has money in
her eyes.

His identity is enough to make many women the third.

Of course the first one, he will not be interested.

He immediately slapped Xu Yanwan. Xu Yanwan didn’t know who he was at
first, and she maintained politeness to him. After listening to his introduction,
she knew that it was He Lianjing who was drunk with flowers, so Xu Yanwan
didn’t want to ignore him Up.



At first, He Lianjing thought she was a fake high-ranking man, or she wanted
to be indulgent, so she bombed all kinds of gem gifts, but she didn’t even look
at it.

Later, He Lianjing heard her talk to a friend once.

“I have someone I like.”

Chapter 1453
Later when he saw Xu Yanwan talking about the person he liked, he showed
an expression he had never seen before.

Not infatuation, but a sacred yearning.

This is the first time He Lianjing saw this expression on the face of a woman
next to her. When she mentioned the man, there was only yearning in her
eyes, without any magazines, she just simply liked him.

If He Lianjing had asked for and couldn’t bomb deliberately before, then his
pursuit would be sincere, because he was crazy to become the man Xu
Yanwan yearned for.

His father and mother never knew what love was like for a lifetime, and the
people he met around were also profit-oriented, so he was eager to catch Xu
Yanwan.

At all costs, he didn’t expect that in the end he still did something wrong.

Xu Yanwan finally started to dislike him deeply.

On the other side, Jessica has been mentally disturbed since she woke up.
She has been sleeping for a long time, but she has been thinking about it



during the sleepy period, constantly letting Victor Han run, not wanting him to
have an accident.

Victor Han took her home for two days, and her condition still did not improve.
Janis and Zhou’s father were worried about her, so Victor Han arranged for
them to live here directly. During the period, Stella also visited twice. Every
time she wanted to talk to Jessica, she started talking gibberish again, or she
fell asleep.

This situation is especially like hypnotizing your own brain, and then the brain
will force her into a nightmare.

In such a situation, although it seems that the person has not changed much
at first, but if things go on like this, if her emotions are not adjusted or the
pressure is relieved, mental problems will soon occur.

Once there is a mental problem, it is another matter.

Stella thinks over and over again that this matter is very serious and can’t be
consumed like this. She really wanted to suggest to her brother that he should
send Jessica to the hospital for treatment, but she saw Victor Han boil it out
for the photo of Jessica. Dark circles, finally swallowed the words back.

Someone brought Jessica out, and she persuaded others to take it back. She
would definitely not agree.

But as Jessica’s good sister in the past, and now sister-in-law, she definitely
didn’t want to watch Jessica continue to be so confused.

So she went to Victor Han and talked about it with him seriously.

“I can’t go on like this anymore. After a long time, I’m afraid she will have a
problem.”



Victor Han looked at her with tired eyes, extremely helpless: “Do you think I
am not afraid?”

He is afraid, more afraid than anyone. He didn’t protect her at the wedding.
Although she was rescued later, Jessica’s appearance now makes him worry
that he can’t sleep all day and night, so he guards her day and night.

Seeing Victor Han like this, Stella felt very uncomfortable. She thought for a
while and said, “Brother, if you persuade her blindly and it’s useless to coax
her, then I advise you to take the next strong medicine. Right.”

“Strong medicine?”

“Yeah.” Stella nodded, “My brother has never been a mother, so I don’t know
what it feels like to be a mother. Jessica is pregnant now. The most important
thing for her is that you are the child. If she keeps on like this, will she
Children who are easy to keep may have problems. Brother can mention
these words to Jessica and calm her down.”

Hearing, Victor Han frowned slightly, obviously worrying about the
consequences of this proposal.

Chapter 1454
“Brother, you have to think this way, keep her like this. In the end, it is her who
is hurt. Just be careful when you say it. Besides, I don’t think she will ignore
the safety of the child after listening to this.”

That said, it went smoothly.

Victor Han agreed: “Okay, I will find a chance to try what you said.”

Stella left soon.



Although Janis and Zhou’s father live in the villa, Victor Han has always taken
care of Jessica’s daily life, washing her face, brushing her teeth, and washing
her.

Jessica’s situation is not particularly bad. She often has nightmares, but
sometimes it is normal. Sometimes she brushes her teeth by herself, but
sometimes she starts to enter hypnosis mode again, and she has been
trapped in the fire. Not coming.

According to the doctor, she was too frightened, so she could not go out.

But tonight, Jessica was very good-natured. When Victor Han asked her to
eat, she was quiet and did not make a fuss. She just sat at the table by herself
and waited for Victor Han to serve him the meal.

Victor handed her a bowl. Seeing that she reached out and took the
chopsticks, he felt very helpless, but at the same time, he felt that such a
young face was very obedient, so he reached out and rubbed her head. , Said
softly: “What you make tonight is what you like to eat, do you like it?”

So Jessica obediently took a bite of rice, then nodded, “I like it.”

“Just like it.” Victor Han smiled lightly: “You have to eat well, watch TV when
you are full, and then take a bath later.”

Victor Han’s heart was tight, because he was trying to talk to her about Tian
Stella’s suggestion. He has to say that Stella’s idea is right, maybe I can really
try it.

Thinking of this, Victor Han added vegetables to her bowl and said
spontaneously: “You are now in a special situation, so you should eat more
nutritious food instead of just rice.”



When she heard the words for special circumstances, Jessica’s movements
obviously stopped, and then she did not answer the conversation, still eating
in silence.

Seeing that she had not overreacted, Victor Han cautiously tried again: “If
there is no nutrition, it is not conducive to the growth of the baby.”

Hearing, Jessica’s hand movement stopped. She looked at the scene in front
of her, something flashed in her mind, and the image in front of her gradually
blurred and shook.

Noting that something was wrong, Victor Han squinted his eyes for fear that
she would lose control of her emotions, so he grabbed her wrist, “Don’t think
about that anymore. We have escaped from the fire now. You are fine, and I
am fine. The children are also safe.”

“Let go, let me go.”

Jessica’s voice had begun to tremble. The hand held by Victor Han was
holding the chopsticks. At this moment, even the chopsticks were dropped,
and the other hand was still holding the bowl, but it was obviously unstable.

Victor Han saw that her eyes were full of escape. He really didn’t understand
why, so he could only give her a strong medicine.

“I can understand that you are too frightened, but now that we have come out,
you have such a nightmare all day long, what do you want me to do? What do
you do with the baby in your stomach? Don’t you want me and the baby?”

Boom!

When Jessica heard this, the bowl in her hand fell to the ground, and the
fragments suddenly splashed.



She raised her head and looked at Victor Han in amazement.

“I need you, and the child also needs you, so don’t do this anymore, okay?”
Victor Han always held her wrist tightly and didn’t let her escape.

And the scenes before Jessica’s eyes that were shaking and turning into
flames gradually became clear, and then became Victor Han’s face.

Chapter 1455
Actually this thing is very bad.

In the past, Victor Han was afraid of fire. He would remember those things in
the past as soon as she saw the light. Therefore, it was really difficult for him
to overcome the fire that day she encountered.

But in the end, because of her, he overcomes his fear of fire.

Unexpectedly, Jessica was caught in the end.

Is this a test given to them by heaven?

But no matter how big the test, as long as it is not birth or death, he can
accept these tests and then pass.

However, he must guarantee her safety.

Jessica always wanted to escape after hearing Victor Han’s words, but kept
paying close attention to her hand.

“Don’t run away, don’t be afraid. Listen to me. The danger has been lifted.
Now we are all safe. As long as you and your child are in peace, we can live



like this for a lifetime. But if something goes wrong with you, what about the
child? What should I do?”

“Don’t go on like this, promise me.”

Jessica still didn’t say anything, but there were beads of water on her
eyelashes.

“Do you know why I never have a birthday? Because, when I was a child, I
killed my father in a sea of flames to celebrate his birthday. After that, I still
have a fire on my birthday, which has a deep shadow. So that day, you gave
me on my birthday, all the sights I saw in my mind were memories from the
past. Including when I was going to save you, when I rushed into the fire, I
was thinking about this. I was afraid I could not get out, but I I’m even more
afraid that you would be buried in the fire like my father, so how can I be
immersed in my own shadow and ignore your life? So, you saved me, you
pulled me out of the shadow, so that I no longer fear these, let I can face them
bravely, but now you have a shadow. This is not the ending I want.”

As he said more and more, Jessica’s eyelids trembled more and more.

The touch of her heart was at first because of the child. Later, it was because
Victor Han took the initiative to confess the birthday incident to her, although
after this incident, the two and Hao Jessica said that they no longer care
about it.

And she didn’t want to reopen his wounds.

But now she chose to tell him the truth.

Is equivalent to. He tore open his wound once again.



Hearing him say that his dearest relative died in the fire, on his birthday again,
Jessica felt that she could even imagine Victor Han’s entanglement and
hesitation when he rushed into the fire that day.

He knew he was afraid of fire, but he still rushed forward desperately.

Once there is any carelessness, it will be buried in flames. So for Victor Han,
she should be more important than his life.

Tears fell down. Coming out of the fire, fainting, waking up until now. Jessica
didn’t shed a single tear, but was a nightmare all day long, emotionally
disordered.

But now after he listened to Victor Han’s words, her tears were like broken
beads, uncontrollable, and hit the back of Victor Han’s hand.

Her heart hurts, as if something is digging her heart. But what kind of emotion
seems to run out of the chest?

Until Victor Han hugged her, Jessica finally couldn’t help crying out loud.

“Woo, I’m so scared, I’m so scared, seeing you rushing over in the fire, I
thought the three of us were going to die there.”

“No, I will not die, nor will I let my child die.”

Victor Han can only try his best to soothe her emotions.

Jessica was crying hard, Victor Han could feel a lot of wetness on his
shoulders, but his mood was not depressed at all, on the contrary, he was
much more relaxed.



Because of Jessica’s crying, the depression in his heart might be evacuated.
Their sister is still amazing, and women still understand women. If you don’t
understand anything in the future, you still have to ask Stella more.

From the beginning of the collapse and crying to a low sob, finally fell asleep
silently in Victor Han’s arms.

It’s just that she cried too much before, so she would still shake and hiccup
when she fell asleep.

Victor Han felt very distressed again, but when she thought that she could
return to normal after waking up, she felt that it would be good to make her
shed a few more tears.

He carried Jessica to the bed, covered her with a quilt, and then left the
house.

As soon as he opened the door, he ran into his father-in-law who was
eavesdropping outside the door.

To Victor Han’s eyes, Janis and Zhou’s father were obviously also a little
embarrassed.

However, Lu Janis responded quickly and immediately asked: “What’s the
matter? Why do I hear Jessica crying so loudly, is her situation the same as
before? Xiaoqing, or let’s take Jessica In the hospital, it’s not a way to keep
dragging like this. The child has not been able to eat well or sleep well
recently. He was injured in the fire field, and the child almost didn’t keep it. Do
it?”

Although Luo Janis’s words are not sound, they are all possible.



“Mom, don’t worry, I think the matter should have been resolved, but I still
need to give Yan Yan a little more time, don’t push too hard, she is very tired
now and rests, and it should be fine when she wakes up again.”

Luo Janis has some differences, “It will be fine when I wake up again, really?”

Victor Han smiled slightly: “Probably so, even if it is not good, I will always
guard him and try to help her get better.”

The son-in-law is so active and caring, there is no such thing as her mother.

Janis didn’t know what to say for a while. After the call, the old couple wanted
to take care of Jessica, but they lived here these few days and they were
entertaining them with delicious food, but the couple could not help. I’m busy, I
can only say a few words to my daughter at most, but my daughter’s emotions
began to collapse again as I said it.

“Parents don’t have to worry, you can live there, I will take care of Jessica.”

“You have been working hard recently. You should also pay attention to your
body. If you can’t hold it, let your parents come. You and Yan Yan are already
married. Don’t be so polite. They are all a family.”

Janis feels distressed when she sees that he is dull and has dark circles
under his eyes.

She even felt that when she was a mother, she didn’t care about Yan Yan so
much.

Father Zhou followed and nodded: “That’s right, you have to take care of
yourself to take care of Jessica, so you should take a break or take a break, or
eat while eating. If it doesn’t work, let your mother and me know about it,
okay?”



“Ok.”

There were some changes in her mind, so this time she slept for 5 hours, and
she slept very heavily, and she never talked or had nightmares.

When Janis guarded her, she was amazed.

After a while, Janis found that Jessica was still very stable, so she said to
Victor Han: “You go take a rest, Yan Yan’s current situation looks pretty stable,
so I can take care of it.”

Victor Han also turned his head and glanced at Jessica, pursing his thin lips,
thinking of Father Zhou’s words.

You have to take care of yourself before you can take care of Jessica.

He hasn’t closed his eyes for several days, his eyes are full of bloodshot eyes,
and he should really rest.

“Well, then I’ll go to bed, I’ll bother mom here.”

“Go, go, sleep a little longer, don’t rush over.”

After that, Victor Han left the room, but instead of going back to the room, he
took the key and went out.

His eyes were bloodshot, but his eyes were very cold: “How is the
investigation?”

Chapter 1456
Jessica did not wake up until she slept late, and when she woke up, it was
already dark outside.



This is the safest sleep she has ever had since the accident.

Janis stayed by her side all the time, she didn’t sleep with her eyes on her
eyes. Later, she was too bored, but she didn’t dare to do other things.

Because she was afraid of waking Jessica, after all, it was Jessica’s last sleep
after an accident. She was afraid of waking up her daughter and scared her
again.

So when Jessica woke up, Janis knew it immediately.

“Yan Yan, are you awake?”

Janis even spoke to her in a soft voice, for fear that a slightly louder voice
would scare her.

“Mom.”

Jessica Qing held her head and sat up, looking at Janis with a confused look:
“How long have I slept?”

“I slept for a day, are you hungry? Mom will make you something to eat?”

Jessica had no appetite to eat, but when Janis asked, the hunger in her
abdomen slowly revealed.

She actually felt very hungry, so she nodded: “Okay.”

Janis was so happy to hear that she was willing to eat, so she immediately got
up to cook for her.

Jessica looked left and right, and found that she and Janis were the only
people in the room.



“Mom, where is Victor Han?”

It was obvious that Victor Han was there before she fell asleep, but it is also
true that Janis stayed here, so it is not the case that Victor Han stayed here
too.

“You girl, Xiaoqing has guarded you for so many days and stayed up for days
and nights. People won’t be tired? Just look for him when you wake up, so
you can’t let him rest for a while?”

Hearing, Jessica felt very guilty.

First it was the fire and then her own psychological problems, which made
Victor Han very tired. She recalled the appearance of Victor Han before going
to bed, her eyes were bloodshot, and there was a large area of stern color
under her eyes, even clean. New scum appeared on his chin.

Victor Han, who is usually so neat and meticulous, has become this way for
her.

Jessica bit her dry lips, and said, “I know Mom, I didn’t look for him, I just
asked him what he was doing.”

“Recently, Xiaoqing is really exhausted for you. It’s fine if you are fine. Don’t
be so scared in the future. Your father and your mother are both old, and their
hearts can’t stand such scares.”

“No, mother, don’t worry, I will take good care of myself in the future, and I will
take care of my emotions.”

“That’s all right.” Janis reached out and touched her daughter’s head
affectionately, “Then mom will cook for you now.”

“Ok.”



When Janis turned and went out, she unexpectedly ran into Victor Han at the
door.

“Xiao Qing? Why did you come back so soon? Go and sleep a little longer?”

After speaking, Janis found that something was wrong. Victor Han was
wearing the same clothes as before, and his spirit did not seem to improve.
Instead, he was even more tired, and the blackness under his eyes was worse
than before.

This kid, didn’t you let him go to sleep? Where did he go all day?

However, Victor Han replied in a low voice, “I’ve got a rest, then let me here,
please support the rest, mom.”

Janis waved her hand: “Then talk about it first, I’ll make something to eat, and
I will deliver it later.”

After hearing Victor Han’s voice, Jessica looked outside expectantly, then
watched Victor Han come over, she lifted the quilt a little anxiously to get up,
Victor Han took a few steps and walked to her to hold it. Her hand.

“What do you get up for? Sit down.”

Jessica stared at his face anxiously and saw that his face was haggard, his
eyes were dark, and he was obviously more bloodshot than before, and his
redness was extremely scary.

“Did you not go to rest? Where did you go?”

“Just woke up? Are you hungry? Is there anything uncomfortable?” Victor Han
did not answer her question, but instead cared for her.



Jessica shook her head: “I’m fine, and there is nothing uncomfortable. How
about you? I heard my mother say that you are going to rest, but why is your
spirit so bad? And there are bloodshot eyes in these eyes?”

Seeing Jessica worrying about him and discovering something abnormal
about his body, Victor Han knew that her heart knot should be completely
opened, and he embraced her with joy and moved.

“It’s okay, I should have just woke up, so there are so many bloodshot eyes. It
will be fine in a while.”

“No way.”

Jessica pushed him away, “Go and rest quickly, don’t go on like this anymore.”

“I’m asleep, what do you do?” he asked her in a low voice.

“What do you call me? I will take care of myself. Go to sleep.”

Jessica pushed him hard, but Victor Han didn’t move, and his eyes fell straight
on her face.

She had no choice but to bit her lower lip lightly, and changed her opinion.

“Do you know that your eyes are now scary, red, like a monster?”

Hearing, Victor Han was taken aback, but didn’t expect her to say this
suddenly, but he didn’t have a mirror, otherwise he really wanted to see if his
eyes were really red and scary.

“So, I don’t want to stay with you. Go to bed. If your eyes are still so red, then
don’t come to see me.”



Jessica pushed him while talking, Victor Han was finally amused by her
childish behavior, showing helpless and doting eyes, and reached out and
rubbed her head.

“Well, I know you want me to rest. If I don’t go at this time, don’t you worry
about it?”

“Since you know, why don’t you go?”

“Isn’t this trying to accompany you more?”

Jessica blinked, “Then before you go to bed, can you tell me what did you do
during the day?”

The smile on Victor Han’s face was somewhat reduced, and there was a
touch of murderous air in his eyes, but the coming soon disappeared quickly,
and Jessica didn’t have time to catch the murderous eyes and disappeared.

So she wondered if she had read it wrong.

“What do you want? Just go to rest. If you are worried, I will continue to rest
for a few hours now and come to you later.”

Jessica nodded immediately: “Okay, then you go to sleep.”

Under Jessica’s persuasion, Victor Han returned to his house, washed his
face, and lay down to rest. Because he hasn’t slept for too long, it becomes
difficult to fall asleep at this time. His eyes are very sore, painful and
astringent. It is especially painful to close his eyes.

He was obviously tired to the extreme, but he couldn’t fall asleep.



He went out today not for other things, but naturally to deal with things that
were too late to deal with before. Those who want to deal with Jessica must
pay the price.

No, it is ten times the price.

Think you can escape all the guilt if you go to jail? It’s not that simple. This is
the first time Victor Han has a murderous intention, but now it is a legal society
after all, so he cannot kill.

However, there are thousands of ways to make a person suffer.

That person made him almost lose his wife and children, and he would also
make him lose everything.

Chapter 1457
one day later

He Lianjing, the young owner of the He Group, went to jail, and all the news
headlines, the pages of major newspapers, magazines, entertainment
headlines, and APP headlines all appeared on He’s affairs.

He Lianjing’s usual style is arrogant and wanton, and he has long been seen
as unpleasant.

Seeing that this happened, he took the east wind to fuel the flames, exposing
a lot of black material and all kinds of cruel and violent incidents.

As a result, the Heshi Group’s stock market plummeted, and partners stopped
early.



This means that the cooperation was signed before, even if it is to stop the
cooperation, it will be after the contract expires, but because there are
mysterious people behind the pressure, and the loss is promised to be
compensated by the other party, so whether it is a large or small business, it is
They have terminated their cooperation.

Moreover, many companies are involved. Although some have close contacts
with the Heshi Group on weekdays, seeing such a large company suddenly
become like this overnight, they all want to retreat and protect themselves, for
fear of leaving their homes. Enterprises are also involved.

After all, a company as big as the He Group can be uprooted overnight. How
powerful are the forces behind this? The whole body was affected, and the
shares of Heshi Group fell to the lowest level ever.

When Father He got the news, his eyes went black with anger.

“What’s the matter? Didn’t I let people suppress this matter? Why did it come
out again? The money I had before was spent for nothing?”

“I heard that someone spent a lot of money to destroy the entire Hee family.”

“Who is it?”

“President He, Shao He is not someone else who set the fire on fire, but the
newly married wife of Victor Han from the Han Group.

“I know about this. Although the Han Group is very powerful, it is impossible to
have such a tough method.”

“He does not know that Ye Moshen’s wife is Victor Han’s younger sister…”

Hearing this news, Father He’s eyes grew darker and he almost died on the
spot.



So his son has offended two groups at once? Ye’s and Han’s? No wonder, no
wonder the speed is so fast, under the strong combination of these two
groups, where can their He Group survive?

Fortunately for Father He, fortunately, the roots of the He Group are not in the
country. The domestic ones have been allocated, and there are foreign ones.
At most, they should not come to the country for development in the future.

However, that night He’s father learned that even foreign companies have
been implicated. After all, the companies stationed abroad are naturally more
than his family.

Wanting to move him is not a matter of a word.

The speed of the He Group’s fall is jaw-dropping. Those who don’t know the
inside story are discussing it, and they don’t dare to write a single word of the
inside story, so they get involved in fear. After all, this tough method is really
shocking.

And Jessica didn’t know these things at all. Recently, she didn’t take her
mobile phone and concentrated on taking a rest every day. After two days,
Victor Han had almost rested before Jessica took the initiative to tell him about
this.

“I have something to tell you.”

“Ok?”

“It’s very strange. I didn’t think it was wrong at the time, but the more I thought
about it these days, the more I felt that something was wrong that day. Why
did it catch fire? And when I found out that the fire was already serious, it
hadn’t completely spread. I ran to the door, but the door could not be opened,
and the phone was gone. The strangest thing was that I was always



wondering why I slept so deeply? But I didn’t feel unconscious, so I still think
about it. It feels wrong.”

When she took the initiative to talk about this matter, Victor Han had already
dealt with all the external affairs. No matter what she had doubts, the truth
was completely revealed now.

So he smiled faintly: “The matter has been resolved, you will forget this
memory in the future, I will not let you encounter such a thing again.”

He hadn’t encountered this kind of thing before, so Victor Han didn’t know that
human nature would be so frantic. Now that he has a lesson, no matter what
occasion it is in the future, he must arrange it and he will not stay away from
Jessica casually.

“It’s all solved?” Jessica blinked in surprise, “How did it solve it?”

“These are not things you need to care about. The most important thing for
you now is to raise your baby. You only need to eat, sleep, and eat every day.”

Eat and sleep, just eat after sleep? Does he consider himself a pig? Besides, I
am only pregnant, not to gain weight.

“I just want to know the whole story, why don’t you tell me?”

“This is not a good thing, don’t know too much, anyway, I will not be exposed
to this kind of danger in the future.”

In the end, Victor Han was still reluctant to explain how the matter was solved.
Jessica didn’t have the mind to ask any more. She was particularly sleepy.
Since she thought it through, her sleep quality has improved. As a freshman
her mother, who is going to be a mother, is like other mothers, she wants to
sleep and eat.



Since he didn’t want to let her know, then he stopped asking, after all, this
should be a way for Victor Han to protect himself.

At this moment, on the other side, Xu Yanwan was shocked after seeing those
news releases. She didn’t expect Victor Han to be so ruthless. A He’s family, a
company of this size would be so. Silent fall, how much public opinion will this
cause in the industry?

Xu Yanwan was under even greater pressure because He Lianjing did this for
herself. Although she did not agree, she still felt guilty.

Now that the entire He family is gone, what would He Lianjing think?

Would she go to the prison to see him and tell him the news, but wouldn’t it be
too cruel? But He Lianjing also has the right to know the truth.

Thinking about it, Xu Yanwan’s head almost exploded. Why?

Why did these things happen? She had never thought of hurting anyone, she
wanted to come back and see the person she liked, but she didn’t expect that
there would be someone beside him, but for a moment she did not suppress
the devil in her heart, but she never thought of the point. Whose lives, Jessica,
He Lianjin, have become like this because of their own relationship.

Two days later, Xu Yan asked Victor Han to come out. At first, Victor Han said
that he had something to be busy with, so he could talk to Su Jiu.

Xu Yanwan changed her mind with just one sentence.

“You don’t want to know why He Lianjing did this.”

Hearing, Victor Han immediately narrowed his eyes dangerously, “This matter
has something to do with you?”



Xu Yanwan held the phone, but nodded in despair, “Well, it’s related, so I want
to talk to you. If you don’t have time now, then you can make time. If you have
time, we can see you again.”

So Victor Han made an appointment with her, but the meeting place was at
the company.

Xu Yanwan came early, holding the document in her hand, thinking about how
she would talk to Victor Han in the future.

Chapter 1458
She doesn’t know how long she waited, and finally there was a steady
footstep outside the meeting room. Xu Yanwan turned her head when she
heard the footsteps.

It has been a long time since Victor Han has seen a lot less than before, and
he knew from a glance that he hadn’t rested at all during this period, and his
eyes were full of red blood.

Because of Jessica’s affairs, he must be exhausted physically and mentally.

Worrying about Jessica on the one hand, and tidying up He’s house on the
other, requires a lot of energy on both sides.

Seeing Victor Han like this, the guilt in Xu Yanwan’s heart became more
intense.

Because of her own relationship, everyone was hurt. Maybe she shouldn’t go
back to China. If she had been abroad, so many things would not happen
now.



She doesn’t know if it was because of this incident that Victor Han’s attitude
towards her became even colder. He didn’t even say hello when he came in,
pulled the chair and sat down, and then looked at her coldly.

Xu Yanwan knew that she was wrong. Although she felt uncomfortable, she
didn’t say much, just stepped forward and handed the document to Victor
Han.

Victor Han did not answer, she reached out and put the file on the table.

“This is all the important information in the company.”

Hearing, Victor Han narrowed his eyes slightly, as if he didn’t understand what
she wanted to do today.

“He Lianjing and I knew each other because I knew about Jessica’s affairs. He
held the injustice for me, so he did these things. Although he did the things, I
also have the responsibility to revive the Xu family’s affairs. I can’t accept your
help anymore, I have sorted all these materials.”

Victor Han didn’t go through the information and did not reply. He just looked
at her fixedly and asked for a long while: “I just want to know, do you know the
inside story of the arson?”

The meaning is to ask her if she knew that other people set fires. Although
she knew but acquiesced, she still said she didn’t know at all.

Xu Yanwan looked at him, pursed her lips, and then sat down in front of him.

“This incident, if you count the arson, has already happened twice. One time
was in a coffee shop. I invited Jessica out to chat. At that time, He Lianjing
planned to start, but I stopped him and I told him after I didn’t want human life,
I thought… he wouldn’t do it anymore, I didn’t expect…”



She really didn’t expect that He Lianjing actually did this kind of thing on the
wedding day, the key is that he still calculated himself.

Perhaps he is not afraid of going to jail at all, this is what Xu Yanwan thought
clearly later.

“So, you knew early on that he might do harm, but you didn’t report it?” Victor
Han’s eyes lost warmth when he saw her, and looked at her like a dead
person.

It was the first time that Xu Yanwan saw this look in Victor Han. Even if he
hadn’t liked her since he was a child, she was at least that kind to him treating
her as a daughter of a family, disliked but did not dislike her.

But now, this look is completely different.

Xu Yanwan’s heart hurts like a needle stick, and she can hardly breathe.

“No, it’s not like this.” She explained in a flustered manner: “The night before
you got married, I went for a drink. I was very drunk. When I woke up the next
day, I thought of going to join you. Victor Han, I, Xu Yanwan, like you very
much. I have liked you since I was little. I hope you can look back at me and
look forward to the day when you can become your wife. But since you don’t
like me, I The Xu family’s tutor is not allowed to hurt people’s lives, I really
don’t know.”

Victor Han sneered after hearing what he said.

“Do not you trust me?”

“If you really take it seriously, you will tell me as soon as possible and be on
guard. Although this is not your obligation, since you have not taken it
seriously, then you are not qualified to say this in front of me today.”



Xu Yanwan looked at him blankly.

“So, you are now believing that I am an accomplice?” She was a little amused,
and stretched out her hands to him: “Then do you want to call now and
handcuff me? Anyway, you also think I am an accomplice.”

Her behavior was a bit extreme, Xu Yanwan knew it, but she just felt sad.

“If there is evidence, you won’t have the opportunity to stand here and talk to
me now.” Victor Han stood up, looking at her with indifference.

This sentence can be said to make Xu Yanwan struck by lightning. If he has
evidence, perhaps he really wants to send himself to prison.

“If Aunt Xu Aunt Xu is still alive, she would definitely not be willing to see her
own daughter turn into this situation. Xu Yanwan, revitalizing the Xu family is
my personal feelings for Uncle Xu, and it has nothing to do with you. If you
think the company does not want to Yes, then you can leave.”

After Victor Han left, Xu Yanwan stood alone.

She originally thought that Victor Han would take away all the information in
anger, and then she lost everything again, loss of affection and love, and
finally lost faith, she would fall into the bottomless abyss again, but she did not
expect that Victor Han did not take the information away. .

Obviously, he was already blaming her.

Perhaps, as he said, he really didn’t hold himself accountable for the sake of
his parents?

Xu Yanwan, you are really ridiculous.



During this time, Phillip was very busy, because every day he went to the
company to handle many things.

As for what he is dealing with, Marry Jiang also knows.

After that night, no one tacitly mentioned this matter again. Phillip was even
more afraid that Marry would be angry again, so he didn’t say a word.

However, Marry Jiang watched the process of the He family’s fall, and then
read the gossip. This time, the He Ye family teamed up to root the He Group
overnight, and finally there was no scum left.

In short, to put it crudely, it is the kind that will die thoroughly and won’t live
anymore.

Although this seems a bit too much, Marry Jiang can understand it.

After all, the people of his He family almost caused them to lose their wife,
and he was injured again, and the wedding was also messed up.

Although it turned out to be okay, if everything always waits for the dust to
settle, what benefit is there?

The first mover, regardless of the result, should make a decision in advance.

The woman Phillip liked had a good vision, and at least picked a man who
would be good to her for a lifetime.

Putting down the phone, Marry Jiang couldn’t help but sigh.

Some people just have a good life, unlike her, who slept with someone for
nothing and didn’t talk about it for the first time. After dating, their boyfriend
ran to save the woman in his heart.



However, Marry Jiang has always been confident, so she won’t be too
entangled in this kind of thing, let alone blame Jessica. This time she will be
safe, which is also a good thing.

She worries about whether she wants to continue like this with Phillip.

The fact that the two of them had achieved this kind of fake play was
completely biased against her plan.

Chapter 1459
Originally, Marry Jiang’s plan was to use him to stop her mother’s mouth from
dripping, instead of urging herself to go on a blind date or find a boyfriend all
day long, and she would live her single life with peace of mind.

But who knows, things will develop like this?

When Phillip got off work, he brought some snacks to Marry Jiang. This is
something he has made every day recently, and his desire to survive is really
strong. After knowing that she likes these gadgets, he brought her to her in a
few days. A small gift.

Either it was a necklace or a bracelet. Two days later, it was an earring. Now
Marry Jiang’s cabinet is full of gadgets from Phillip. She was thinking that if
Phillip kept sending it like this, her jewelry box would be full soon.

“Gifts, snacks.”

Today’s Phillip handed the box to Marry Jiang. Marry Jiang sat up on the sofa
and lazily raised his hand to take it, “What did you buy for me today?”

“See for yourself.”



Marry Jiang opened it and found out that what Phillip bought for her today was
actually a ring. The style of the ring was very special, and it looked like a lot of
rings.

Marry Jiang did not rush to put on her own hands, but stared at Phillip and
asked jokingly: “Do you want to propose to me?”

Hearing, Phillip took off his suit jacket for a while, and then looked at her with
some doubts in his eyes.

“Why, why don’t you give me a ring if you don’t propose to marry me?” Marry
Jiang shook the ring in her hand that was shining in the light, and the smile on
her lips became a little bit more light. “How long have we been together?
Phillip, Are you in such a hurry to propose to me?”

“I…”

“Don’t explain!” Marry Jiang raised her hand to interrupt him, “I know what you
want to say, you are afraid that I will refuse you, right?”

Phillip was a bit speechless. In fact, he didn’t really think about it when he
bought this ring. The shopping guide also introduced him to an expensive one.
The money he had accumulated before has recently been used to buy gifts for
Marry Jiang.

“I bought the ring today because I had given it to others, so I wanted to give it
a different one, so that she wouldn’t be unhappy when it was heavy.

But I didn’t expect that Marry Jiang actually misunderstood what he meant.”

What would he say, deny?

“If you deny it, with this girl’s peculiar temperament, he will definitely have to
ask him if he is with her, has he never thought of marrying her at all?”



“If you don’t deny, then…”

“I’ve been with her for a long time, and I’ve gotten a lot of routines by her.
Phillip is no longer as straight as he used to be, so after thinking about it, he
thought it was better not to say anything.”

Seeing that he didn’t speak, Marry Jiang was not satisfied again. She thought
Phillip would resist and frustrate her. Why was she quiet?

So she was dissatisfied again and asked Phillip to trouble her.

“Why don’t you speak, don’t you admit it, right? Then who did you buy this ring
for?”

Phillip thought she would be satisfied and put on the ring. Who knew she had
asked herself again. He put the coat on the hook next to him, then walked
towards Marry Jiang and took the ring in her hand.

Marry Jiang’s expression changed slightly, “I can’t bear to give it to me? Okay,
then you can get it back…”

Before she finished her words, she felt cold between her fingers. It turned out
that Phillip took the initiative to put the ring on her hand.

“You still ask me this kind of question? You don’t know who bought the ring? Is
there anyone in the house besides you and me? Or, do you think I bought it
for myself?”

It’s amazing to hear him so sharp for the first time. Marry Jiang curled her lips
and glanced at her ringed hand before saying, “Who knows? Maybe you really
bought it for yourself. ?”

Hearing, Phillip was slightly ashamed: “Can I wear it if I buy it?”



Marry Jiang didn’t speak for a while. She looked at the ring on her hand and
liked it more and more. She couldn’t help but jump for joy, but she didn’t show
it on her face.

“If you give me things like this, won’t you use up all your money? Phillip, I can
tell you that this is what you are willing to give me. Someday if we break up, I
will have these things. But none of them will be returned to you.”

Originally, Phillip was still holding her hand, and the atmosphere between the
two was okay. Who knew that Marry Jiang broke up suddenly and directly
broke the great atmosphere.

He looked up at her helplessly: “Can you stop breaking up on this kind of
knotty in the future?”

Marry Jiang stared at him without answering.

“It’s too bad atmosphere. If you receive a gift, you should be happy. I give you
something, but it doesn’t make you think more.”

“Then you say first, would you ask me to come back?” Marry Jiang leaned
forward, his eyes locked tightly: “In case, I mean in case we really broke up
someday, you The things you gave me are worth a lot of money, and you
really won’t find me then…”

“Give it to you, it’s yours, I won’t care about you coming back!”

“Phillip!” Marry Jiang yelled at him. Because he was so close, Phillip felt his
ears shook, and the whole person was dumbfounded. Unexpectedly, Marry
Jiang who was close at hand suddenly became angry. The little face is
grumbling.

“You thought about breaking up with me!”



The corner of Phillip’s mouth twitched. So this is another pit? Blame him for
being too young.

“Aren’t you supposed to say that we will not break up, and you don’t need to
return these gifts. If you give them to you, you can do everything you want?”

Phillip, who has a strong desire to survive, immediately said, “I was wrong, I
will definitely change it next time!”

After speaking, he took Marry Jiang’s hand, “Okay, don’t be angry, aren’t you
hungry? See what food I bought for you?”

Marry Jiang glanced at the food in the bag. She wanted to say something, but
was quickly attracted by the food, so she glanced at Phillip lightly: “Okay, let
you go.”

Hearing that, Phillip instantly felt relieved.

When Marry Jiang was eating, she occasionally gave Phillip a bite. Phillip
blushed at first and felt embarrassed, but then he gradually became normal.

“You go take a bath, and I will give you the medicine again after the bath.”

Phillip’s body had to be changed every day, and he had recovered well
recently, so the doctor asked him to come back and apply the medicine
himself, and he could take a bath, but he must be washed with warm water
when bathing, and the wound should not be burned.

After all, the newly grown skin and flesh are very tender.

Phillip also had no objection, and went straight to the bath, then undressed
and lay on the bed to let Marry Jiang give her medicine.



As soon as he took off his clothes, Marry Jiang still felt shocked when he saw
the dense wounds on his body. This guy really didn’t cherish himself at all. If
she had suffered such an injury, she would definitely be so painful that she
didn’t want to move anymore. He would be better, and he would go to work
every day without changing his face.

Thinking of this, Marry Jiang said bitterly: “Your Company is so busy, can’t you
ask for a few days off?”


